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Jianyong Wang, Jiawei Han, Senior Member, IEEE, Ying Lu, and Petre Tzvetkov
Abstract—Frequent itemset mining has been studied extensively in literature. Most previous studies require the specification of a
min_support threshold and aim at mining a complete set of frequent itemsets satisfying min_support. However, in practice, it is difficult
for users to provide an appropriate min_support threshold. In addition, a complete set of frequent itemsets is much less compact than
a set of frequent closed itemsets. In this paper, we propose an alternative mining task: mining top-k frequent closed itemsets of
length no less than min_l, where k is the desired number of frequent closed itemsets to be mined, and min_l is the minimal length of
each itemset. An efficient algorithm, called TFP, is developed for mining such itemsets without mins_support. Starting at min_support =
0 and by making use of the length constraint and the properties of top-k frequent closed itemsets, min_support can be raised effectively
and FP-Tree can be pruned dynamically both during and after the construction of the tree using our two proposed methods: the closed
node count and descendant_sum. Moreover, mining is further speeded up by employing a top-down and bottom-up combined FP-Tree
traversing strategy, a set of search space pruning methods, a fast 2-level hash-indexed result tree, and a novel closed itemset
verification scheme. Our extensive performance study shows that TFP has high performance and linear scalability in terms of the
database size.
Index Terms—Data mining, frequent itemset, association rules, mining methods and algorithms.
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INTRODUCTION

F

REQUENT itemset mining algorithms can be categorized
into three classes: 1) Apriori-based, horizontal formatting method, with Apriori [1] as its representative,
2) projection-based, horizontal formatting, pattern growth
method, which may explore some compressed data
structure such as FP-tree, as in FP-growth [14], and 3) vertical
formatting method, such as CHARM [27]. The common
framework among these methods is to use a min_support
threshold to ensure the generation of the correct and
complete set of frequent itemsets, based on the popular
Apriori property [1]: Every subpattern of a frequent pattern
must be frequent (also called the downward closure property).
This framework, though simple, leads to the following two
problems that may hinder its popular use.
First, to come up with an appropriate min_support
threshold, one needs to have detailed knowledge about
the mining query and the task-specific data, and be able to
estimate, without mining, how many itemsets will be
generated with a particular threshold. Setting min_support
is quite subtle: A too small threshold may lead to the generation
of thousands of itemsets, whereas a too big one may often generate
no answers. Our own experience at mining shopping
transaction databases tells us that this is by no means an
easy task. Finding a good threshold by trial and error is so
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tedious that a miner may naturally ask: “I am only interested
in finding top-100 frequent itemsets. Is there an easy way to do it
without knowing min_support?”
Second, frequent itemset mining often leads to the
generation of a large number of itemsets (and an even larger
number of mined rules). Unfortunately, mining a long
itemset may unavoidably generate an exponential number
of subitemsets due to the downward closure property.
Obviously, such a combinatorial explosion problem must
be fixed before frequent itemset mining becomes attractive.
The second problem has been noted and examined by
researchers recently, proposing to mine (frequent) closed
itemsets [22], [23], [7], [3], [27], [25], [8] instead. Since a closed
itemset is the itemset that covers all of its subitemsets with
the same support, one just needs to mine the set of closed
itemsets (often much smaller than the whole set of frequent
itemsets), without losing information. For example, a
frequent itemset “a1 ; a2 ; . . . ; a100 ” contains 2100  1 frequent
subitemsets. By mining closed itemsets, one just needs to
generate one itemset “a1 ; a2 ; . . . ; a100 ” if all of its subitemsets
have the same support. Thus, mining closed itemsets should
be the default task for mining frequent itemsets.
To solve the first problem, we propose changing the task
of mining frequent itemsets satisfying the min_support threshold to mining top-k frequent closed itemsets of minimum
length min_l, where k is a user-desired number of frequent
closed itemsets to be mined (which is easy to specify), top-k
refers to the k most frequent closed itemsets, and min_l
(where minl  0) is the minimal length of closed itemsets.
At the first glance, this sounds like changing user’s burden
from specifying min_support to specifying min_l. However,
there are some fundamental differences. First, min_l is
usually a small number (such as 2 to 20), which is easy to be
specified by users with their applications in mind, whereas
min_support is often data-dependent and may need to be
adjusted over a wide range. Second, the min_l constraint
Published by the IEEE Computer Society
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gives us freedom to mine only long itemsets without first
finding numerous shorter ones, or mine only the itemsets of
a specific length. Third, even if one does not want to specify
the min_l constraint, our top-k mining still provides a viable
tool for efficient mining without specifying the minimum
support constraint by setting min_l to 0. And finally, top-k
frequent itemsets, though not necessarily being the top-k
quality itemsets (which are usually application-dependent),
may be used for further mining of high quality ones.
In this paper, we develop such an efficient algorithm,
called TFP, that takes advantage of a few interesting
properties of top-k closed itemsets with minimum length
min_l, including:
Any transactions shorter than min_l will not be
included in the itemset mining.
2. min_support can be raised dynamically in the FP-Tree
construction, which will help pruning the tree before
mining.
3. The most promising tree branches can be mined first
to raise min_support further, and the raised min_support is then used to effectively prune the remaining
branches.
4. A set of search space pruning methods and an
efficient itemset closure checking scheme are proposed to speed up the closed itemset mining.
Our performance study shows that TFP has surprisingly
high performance, in most cases, even better than two
efficient frequent closed itemset mining algorithms,
CHARM and CLOSET+, with the best tuned min_support.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In
Section 2, the concept of top-k closed itemset mining is
introduced, with the problem analyzed and related properties identified. Section 3 presents the algorithm for mining
top-k closed itemsets. A performance study of the algorithm
is reported in Section 4. The related work is discussed in
Section 5, and the study is concluded in Section 6.
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TABLE 1
A Transaction Database T DB

1.

2

PROBLEM DEFINITION

Let I ¼ fi1 ; i2 ; . . . ; in g be a set of items. An itemset X is a
nonempty subset of I. The length of itemset X is the
number of items contained in X, and X is called an
l-itemset if its length is l. A tuple htid; Xi is called a
transaction, where tid is a transaction identifier and X is
an itemset. A transaction database T DB is a set of
transactions. An itemset X is contained in transaction
htid; Y i if X  Y . Given a transaction database T DB, the
support1 of an itemset X, denoted as supðXÞ, is the
number of transactions in T DB which contain X.
Definition 1. An itemset X is a closed itemset if there exists no
itemset X 0 such that 1) X  X 0 and 2) 8 transaction T ,
X 2 T ! X 0 2 T . A closed itemset X is a top-k frequent
closed itemset of minimal length min_l if there exist2 no
more than ðk  1Þ closed itemsets of length at least min_l
whose support is higher than that of X.
1. For convenience of discussion, support is defined here as absolute
occurrence frequency. Notice it is defined in some literature as the relative
one, i.e., the occurrence frequency versus the total number of transactions in
the transaction database.
2. Since there could be more than one itemset having the same support in
a transaction database, to ensure the set mined is independent of the
ordering of the items and transactions, our method will mine every closed
itemset whose support is no less than the kth frequent closed itemset.

Our task is to mine top-k closed itemsets of minimal
length min_l efficiently in a large transaction database.
Example 1. The first two columns in Table 1 show the
transaction database T DB in our running example.
Suppose our task is to find top-4 frequent closed itemsets
with min_l = 2. We can find and sort the list of items in
support descending order. The sorted item list is called
the sorted_item_list. In this example, the sorted_item_list is
ha : 8; b : 7; c : 6; d : 4; e : 3; f : 2; i : 2; g : 1; h : 1; j : 1i. The
items in each transaction are sorted according to the
sorted_item_list order and shown in the third column of
Table 1. The set of the top-4 frequent closed itemsets with
a minimum length 2 in T DB are
fab : 7; abc : 6; ad : 4; abcd : 3; ae : 3g:
Previous studies [14], [25] show that the prefix-tree based
algorithms like FP-growth are efficient in mining frequent
itemsets. “How can we extend FP-growth for efficient mining of
top-k frequent closed itemsets?” We have the following ideas:
1) 0-min_support forces us to construct the “full FP-tree,”
however, with top-k in mind, one can capture sufficient
number of higher support closed itemsets during tree
construction and dynamically raise min_support to prune
the tree. 2) One can first mine the most promising subtrees
so that high support itemsets can be derived early, which
can be used to prune low-support subtrees. 3) We should
also design some effective search space pruning methods
and efficient itemset closure checking scheme to speed up
the mining of closed itemsets. In the following section, we
develop the method step by step.

3

DEVELOPMENT

OF

EFFICIENT MINING METHOD

In this section, we perform step-by-step analysis to develop
an efficient method for mining top-k frequent closed
itemsets.

3.1 Short Transactions and l-counts
It is easy to see that a transaction containing less than min_l
distinct items cannot contribute to the support of an itemset of
minimum length min_l. Thus, the first pruning method is to
consider only the transactions that satisfy the minimum
length requirement.
Example 2. The FP-tree for top-k itemsets with min_l length
is constructed as follows: Scan the T DB once and collect
the support (occurrence frequency) for each distinct item,
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Fig. 1. FP-Tree and its header table. (a) The FP-Tree constructed from TDB. (b) Support and l-count of items.

excluding its counts in short transactions. We get the
following sorted_item_list:
ha : 8; b : 7; c : 6; d : 4; e : 3; f : 2; i : 2; g : 1; h : 1i:
An FP-tree can be constructed using this list as follows
[14]: 1) Items in each transaction are arranged according
to the order of sorted_item_list and inserted into the FPtree as a branch. 2) If the branch contains a prefix path
shared with some existing branch in the tree, the support
of each corresponding node in the branch is increased by
1. 3) The remaining (suffix) path is inserted into the tree
with the support of each node initiated to 1. The
complete FP-tree so constructed is in Fig. 1a.
Let the occurrence frequency of each item be stored as
support in the (global) header table. As shown in Fig. 1b, we
introduce in the header table another counter, l(ow)-count,
which records the total occurrences of an item at the level
no higher than min_l in the FP-tree.
Remark 3.1 (l-count). If the ‘-count of an item p is lower
than min_support, p cannot be used as a starting point
(i.e., the prefix item) to generate frequent itemset of
length no less than min_l under the FP-growth mining
paradigm.
Rationale. Based on the rules for generation of
frequent itemset in FP-growth [14], only a node residing
at the level min_l or lower (i.e., deeper in the tree) may
generate a prefix path no shorter than min_l. Since short
prefix paths will not contribute to the generation of
itemset with length greater than or equal to min_l, only
the items with ‘-count no less than min_support may be
used as a starting point to generate frequent itemsets of
length no less than min_l. However, this does not mean
that an item with ‘-count lower than min_support
contributes nothing to the set of frequent itemsets. For
example, in Fig. 1a, item a cannot be used as a prefix item
to generate any frequent itemsets no shorter than min_l,
however, it can be included in some frequent itemsets
like ba : 7 (It can be mined with prefix item b).
People may wonder that since we start with min_support
= 0, how we could still use the notion of min_support. Notice
that if we can find a good number (i.e., no less than k) of
closed itemsets with nontrivial support during the FP-tree
construction or before tree mining, the min_support can be
raised, which can be used to prune infrequent items from
the FP-tree.

3.2 Raising min_support for Pruning FP-tree
Since our goal is to mine top-k frequent closed itemsets, in
order to raise min_support effectively, one must ensure that
the itemsets which are used to raise minimum support must
be closed.
Definition 2. At any time during the construction of an FP-tree,
a node nt is a closed node if its support is more than the sum
of the supports of its children.
Let us see our running example. In Fig. 2a, the nodes in
the dotted ellipses all fall into the case in Definition 2, as a
result, they are all closed nodes.
Property 3.1 (Invariance of a closed node). Once an FP-tree
node nt becomes a closed node, it will stay a closed node when
transactions are added to the FP-tree.
Proof. According to the rules for construction of FP-tree [14],
any transaction that increments the support of a child of
a closed node also increments the support of the closed
node itself equally and, hence, its support stays more
than the sum of the supports of its children.
u
t
Property 3.2 (Relationship to a closed itemset). A closed
node nt represents a distinct closed itemset whose support is no
less than the support of this closed node.
Proof. Let the closed node be nt with a support . It is
obvious that the prefix path of n1 ! n2    ! nt in the
FP-tree is unique to node nt . In the following, we will
prove that itemset Snt ¼ fn1 ; . . . ; nt g is a closed itemset.
Assume Snt is not closed, that is, there exists another
item i0 which does not belong to the set of items
fn1 ; . . . ; nt g but can be used to extend Snt and
supðSnt Þ  supðSnt [ fi0 gÞ. This means item i0 should
always occur together with Snt . Because Snt contains all
the items in node nt ’s prefix path, item i0 can only be
located in the descendant nodes of nt and the sum of the
supports of these descendant nodes labelled with i0
should be  as well, but this contradicts with the definition
of a closed node. Thus, itemset Snt must be closed.
Also, because itemset Snt can be contained in some
other FP-tree branches, the final support of itemset Snt
should be no less than .
u
t
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Fig. 2. Closed code and closed node count array. (a) Closed nodes in T DB and (b) closed node count array.

Fig. 3. Calculate descendant_sum for an anchor node of an FP-tree.

To dynamically raise min_support during the FP-Tree
construction, a simple data structure, called closed_node_
count array, can be used to register the current number of the
closed nodes under the L-watermark (i.e., at the level no
higher than min_l in the FP-tree) with respect to (abbreviated
w.r.t.) a certain count. The array is constructed as follows:
Initially, each number of the closed nodes w.r.t. a certain
count is initialized to 0. Upon getting a new closed node, the
number of closed nodes w.r.t. the count of this newly found
closed node will be increased by one. According to Property
3.1, the insertion of a new transaction into the FP-tree may
increase the count of a closed node from  to  þ 1. If this
happens, we will decrease the number of closed nodes w.r.t.
count  by 1 and, in the meantime, increase the number of
closed nodes w.r.t. count  þ 1 by 1. Fig. 2b shows the final
status of the closed_node_count array in our running
example.
Based on the Properties 3.1 and 3.2 of a closed node and
how the closed_node_count array is constructed, one can
easily derive the following lemma.
Lemma 3.1 (Support raising with closed_node_count). At
any time during the construction of an FP-tree, the minimum
support for mining top-k frequent closed itemsets will be no
less than the corresponding count S if the sum of the number of
the closed nodes in closed_node_count array from the top to
count S is no less than k.
In our running example, we can raise the minimum
support for mining top-4 frequent closed itemsets to 2
according to Fig. 2b.

Besides using the closed_node_count array to raise the
minimum support, there is another support raising method
with FP-tree, called anchor-node descendant-sum, or simply
descendant-sum, as described below. An anchor-node is a
node at level min l  1 of an FP-Tree. It is called an anchornode since it serves as an anchor to the (descendant) nodes
at level min_l and below. The method is described in the
following example.
Example 3. As shown in Fig. 3, node a : 8 is an anchor node
since it resides at level min l  1 ¼ 1. At this node, we
collect the sum of the supports for each distinct itemset
of node a : 8’s descendants. For example, since anchor
node a : 8 has two descendant d-nodes, d : 3 and d : 1,
a : 8’s descendant_sum for d is d : 4 (which means that the
support of itemset ad contributed from a : 8’s descendants is four). From the FP-tree presented in Fig. 3, it is
easy to figure out that a : 8’s descendant_sum should be
fðb : 7Þ; ðc : 6Þ; ðd : 4Þ; ðe : 3Þ; ðf : 2Þ; ði : 2Þ; ðg : 1Þ; ðh : 1Þg.
Such summary information may raise min_support
effectively. For example, min_support for the top-4
frequent closed itemsets should be at least 3 based on
a : 8’s descendant_sum.
Notice that if descendant_sum contains two or more
identical support value, only one of them will contribute
to the support of closed itemsets because it is possible
that the nodes with identical support can be merged to
form one longer closed itemset. For example, since af : 2
and ai : 2 are actually subitemsets of abcdfi : 2, they can
only be counted as one closed itemset with support= 2.
Thus, by examining only the descendant_sum of one
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anchor node a : 8, we can derive that min_support of the
top-5 frequent closed itemsets should be at least 2, while
min_support of the top-6 frequent closed itemsets should
be at least 1.
Lemma 3.2 (descendant_sum). Each distinct support in
descendant_sum of an anchor node represents the minimum
support of one distinct closed itemset.
Proof. Let the path from the root of the FP-tree to an anchor
node b be  and the set of items in  be S . Let counti be
a distinct count in descendant_sum of the anchor node b
and the list of descendant nodes whose descendant_sum
count equals counti be Si ¼ hi1 ; i2 ; . . . ; ik i (k  1), which
are sorted according to the sorted_item_list. Assume the
subset of items in Si which co-occur with i1 counti times
under the anchor node b is Si1 , then S [ Si1 forms a new
itemset and has a support counti w.r.t. anchor node b.
Similar to the proof of Property 3.2, we can easily prove
that S [ Si1 is a closed itemset with a support no less
than counti (Due to limited space, the proof is left to the
interested readers). Because no two such itemsets (i.e.,
S [ Si1 ) are identical, each itemset, S [ Si1 , represents a
distinct closed itemset.
u
t
We have the following observations regarding the two
support raising methods. First, the closed_node_count method is cheap (only one array) and is easy to implement, and it
can be performed at any time during the tree insertion
process. Second, comparing with closed_node_count, descendant_sum is more effective at raising min_support, but is
more costly since there could be many ðmin l  1Þ level
nodes in an FP-tree, and each such node will need a
descendant_sum structure. Moreover, before fully scanning
the database, one does not know which node may
eventually have a very high support. Thus, it is tricky to
select the appropriate anchor nodes for support raising: Too
many anchor nodes may waste storage space, whereas too
few nodes may not be able to register enough support
information to raise min_support effectively. Computing
descendant_sum structure for low support nodes could be a
waste since it usually derives small descendant_sum and may
not raise min_support effectively.
Based on the above analysis, our implementation
explores both techniques but at different times: During
the FP-tree construction, it keeps a closed_node_count array
which raises min_support, dynamically prunes some infrequent items and their corresponding FP-tree nodes, and
reduces the size of the FP-tree to be constructed. Note some
closed nodes may disappear, but this does not affect the
correctness of the support raising method because the
support of a removed closed node must be lower than the
current minimum support and contributes nothing to the
current minimum support. After scanning the database (i.e.,
the FP-tree is constructed), we traverse the subtree of the
level ðmin l  1Þ node with the highest support to calculate
descendant_sum. This will effectively raise min_support. If the
so-raised min_support is still less than the highest support of
the remaining level ðmin l  1Þ nodes, the remaining node
with the highest support will be traversed, and this process
continues until there is no remaining level ðmin l  1Þ node
that has a support higher than the current min_support.
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Based on our experiments, only a small number of nodes
need to be so traversed if k for top-k is not very large. Note
the worst case of this heuristic is to traverse all the level
ðminl  1Þ nodes whose supports are no smaller than 2,
thus the overhead is no greater than scanning the whole FPtree once. Compared to the whole mining process, it is
marginal and can be neglected in many cases.

3.3 Efficient Mining of FP-Tree for top-k Itemsets
The raise of min_support effectively prunes the FP-tree and
speeds up the mining. However, efficient mining strategy,
search space pruning methods, and itemset closure checking scheme are also critical to the overall performance.
3.3.1 Mining Strategy
The FP-growth algorithm adopts a totally bottom-up FP-tree
searching order to mine the whole set of frequent itemsets
given a user-specified support threshold. However, this
mining strategy may not be good for mining the top-k most
frequent closed itemsets. There are two subtle points for the
TFP algorithm.
1.

2.

“Top-down” ordering of the items in the global
header table for the generation of conditional
FP-trees, where a conditional FP-tree of an item p
is the FP-tree constructed with the set of p’s prefix
paths in the FP-tree [14]. The first subtlety is in
what order the conditional FP-Trees should be
generated for top-k mining. For top-k mining, our
goal is to find only the itemsets with high support and
raise the min_support as fast as possible to avoid
unnecessary work. Thus, mining should start from
the item that has the first ‘-count that is no smaller
than the current minimum support in the header
table and walk down the header table entries to
mine subsequent items (i.e., in the sorted_item_list
order). This ordering is based on that items with
higher ‘-count usually produce itemsets with
higher support. With this ordering, min_support
can be raised faster and the top-k itemsets can be
discovered earlier. In addition, an item with
‘-count less than min_support does not have to
generate conditional FP-tree for further mining (as
stated in Remark 3.1). Thus, the faster the
min_support can be raised, the earlier pruning can
be done.
“Bottom-up” ordering of the items in a local header
table for mining conditional FP-trees. The second
subtlety is how to mine conditional FP-trees. We
have shown that the generation of conditional FPtrees should follow the order of the sorted_item_list,
which can be viewed as top-down walking through
the header table. However, it is often more beneficial
to mine a conditional FP-tree in the “bottom-up”
manner in the sense that we first mine the items that
are located at the low end of a tree branch since it
tends to produce the longest itemsets first then
followed by shorter ones. It is more efficient to first
generate long closed itemsets since the itemsets
containing only the subset items can be absorbed by
them easily. More importantly, as we will see in
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Section 3.3.3, an efficient itemset closure checking
scheme can be easily designed based on the
combination of the “top-down” ordering of the
items in the global header table and the “bottomup” ordering of the items in the local header tables.

3.3.2 Search Space Pruning Methods
To accelerate the top-k frequent closed itemset mining,
several search space pruning techniques which have never
been used in several previous studies have been adopted,
including the item merging [23], [10], [27] and the prefixitemset skipping [5], [23], [10].
For any prefix itemset X, after its conditional database
(i.e., projected FP-tree) has been built, we can find its local
frequent items by scanning it once, where a conditional
database of an itemset X is the database consisting of the set
of X’s prefix paths in the FP-tree and its local frequent items
are the set of frequent items of the conditional database (see
[14] for details). If some local frequent items have the same
support as their prefix itemset X, we can use Remark 3.2 to
prune search space.
Remark 3.2 (Item merging). For any prefix itemset X and
its local frequent item set S, assume SX is the set of items
in S with the same support as X. The items in SX should
be merged with X to obtain a new prefix X 0 with local
frequent item set S 0 ¼ ðS  SX Þ, that is, items in SX can
be safely removed from the local frequent item list of X 0 .
Proof. Since every item in SX has the same support as X,
any subset of SX will appear in every transaction X
appears. Thus, every itemset, X00 , obtained by growing X
with a proper subset of SX will have the same support as
itemset X0 ¼ ðX [ SX Þ. Because X0 is a proper superset of
X00 , X00 must be nonclosed, and any frequent closed
itemset with a prefix itemset X00 can be obtained directly
by growing X0 , which means we can safely prune the
u
t
items in SX from the local frequent item set of X0 .
Before extending a prefix itemset X to generate frequent
closed itemsets, we should first check if there is another
already found frequent closed itemset Y , which is a proper
superset of X with the same support. If that is the case, we
should avoid growing X based on Remark 3.3.
Remark 3.3 (Prefix-itemset skipping). At any time for a
certain prefix itemset X, if there is an already found
frequent closed itemset Y , and ðX  Y Þ ^ ðsupðXÞ ¼
supðY ÞÞ holds, there is no hope to generate frequent
closed itemsets with prefix X.
Proof. Because ðX  Y Þ ^ ðsupðXÞ ¼ supðY ÞÞ holds, X is
not a frequent closed itemset, and X and Y appear in the
same set of transactions. For any frequent closed itemset
Z grown from X, if we use itemset ðZ  XÞ to grow Y ,
ððY [ ðZ  XÞÞ  ZÞ ^ ðsupðY [ ðZ  XÞÞ ¼ supðZÞÞ
must hold and based on the mining strategy described in
Section 3.3.1, we know any closed itemset with prefix Y
must have been mined before we mine the closed
itemsets with prefix X. That is, any new itemset grown
from X with ðZ  XÞ is not closed.
u
t
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3.3.3 Itemset Closure Checking Scheme
Because we are only interested in mining the top-k frequent
closed itemsets, it is important to efficiently maintain the set
of already mined frequent closed itemset candidates and
assure that every final top-k frequent closed itemset is really
closed.
During the mining process, a pattern-tree is used to keep
the set of current frequent closed itemset candidates. The
structure of pattern-tree is similar to that of FP-tree. Recall
that the items in a branch of the FP-tree are ordered in the
support-decreasing order. This ordering is crucial for closed
itemset verification (to be discussed below), thus we retain
this item ordering in the itemsets mined. The major
difference between FP-tree and pattern-tree is that the
former stores transactions in compressed form, whereas the
latter stores potential frequent closed itemsets.
The bottom-up mining of the conditional FP-trees
generates itemsets in such an order: For itemsets that share
prefixes, longer itemsets are generated first. In addition,
there is a total ordering over the itemsets generated. This
leads to our development of the frequent closed itemset
verification scheme, as follows.
Let ði1 ; . . . ; il ; . . . ; ij ; . . . ; in Þ be the sorted_item_list, where
il is the first nonzero l-count item and ij be the item whose
conditional FP-tree is currently being mined. Then, the set of
already mined closed itemsets, S, can be split into two
subsets: 1) Sold , obtained by mining the conditional trees
corresponding to items from il to ij1 (i.e., none of the
itemsets contains item ij ) and 2) Sij , obtained so far by
mining ij ’s conditional tree (i.e., every itemset contains
item ij ). Upon finding a new itemset p during the mining of
ij ’s conditional tree, we need to perform new itemset
checking (checking against Sij ) and old itemset checking
(checking against Sold ).
The new itemset checking is performed as follows:
Since the mining of the conditional tree is in a bottom-up
manner and the item merging pruning technique has been
applied, just like CLOSET [23], we need to check whether
1) p is a subitemset of another itemset pij in Sij and
2) suppðpÞ  suppðpij Þ. If the answer is no, i.e., p passes
new itemset checking, p becomes a new closed itemset
with respect to S. Note that because itemsets in Sold do
not contain item ij , there is no need to check if p is a
subitemset of the itemsets in Sold .
The old itemset checking is performed as follows: Since
the global FP-tree is mined in a top-down manner, itemset p
may be a superitemset of another itemset, pold , in Sold with
suppðpÞ  suppðpold Þ. In this case, pold cannot be a closed
itemset since it is absorbed by p. Therefore, if p has passed
both new and old itemset checking, it can be used to raise
the support threshold. Otherwise, if p passes only the new
itemset checking, then it is inserted into the itemset-tree, but
it cannot be used to raise the support threshold.
Let prefixðpÞ be the prefix itemset of an itemset p (i.e.,
obtained by removing the last item ij from p). The
correctness of the above checking is shown in the following
lemmas.
Lemma 3.3 (Old itemset checking). For old itemset checking,
we only need to check if there exists an itemset prefixðpÞ in
Sold with suppðprefixðpÞÞ  suppðpÞ.
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Fig. 4. Two-level indexing for verification of closed itemsets.

Proof. Since an itemset in Sold does not contain item ij , it
cannot be a superitemset of p. Thus, we only need to
check if it is a subitemset of p. In fact, we only need to
check if there is an itemset prefixðpÞ in Sold with the same
support as p. We can prove this by contradiction. Let us
assume there is another subitemset of prefixðpÞ that can
be absorbed by p. If this is the case, according to our
mining order, we know this subitemset must have been
absorbed by prefixðpÞ either via new itemset checking or
old itemset checking.
u
t
Lemma 3.4 (Support raise). If a newly mined itemset p can pass
both new itemset checking and old itemset checking, then it is
safe to use p to raise min_support.
Proof. From Lemma 3.3, there will be two possibilities for p.
First, it is a real closed itemset, i.e., it will not be absorbed
by any itemsets later. Second, it will be absorbed by a
later found itemset, and this itemset can only absorb
itemset p. In this case, we will not use the later found
itemset to raise support because it has already been used
to raise support when we found itemset p (or p’s
precedents). Thus, it is safe to use p to raise min_support.t
u
To accelerate both new and old itemset checking, we
introduce a two-level index header table into the patterntree structure. Notice that if an itemset can absorb (or be
absorbed by) another itemset, the two itemsets must have
same support. Thus, our first index is based on the support
of an itemset. In addition, for new itemset checking, we only
need to check if itemset p can be absorbed by another
itemset that also contains ij ; however, for old itemset
checking, we need to check if p can absorb prefixðpÞ that
ends with the second-last item of p. To speed up the
checking, our second level indexing uses the last item_ID in
a closed itemset as the index key. At each itemset-tree node,
we also record the length of the itemset, in order to judge if
the corresponding itemset needs to be checked.
The two-level index header table and the checking
process are shown in the following example.
Example 4 (Closed itemset verification). Fig. 4 shows the
two-level indexed result-tree structure for verification of
closed itemsets in our running example. The closed
itemsets in the result tree are generated in the following
order: ab : 7, abc : 6, abcd : 3, ad : 4, and ae : 3.

Based on the above lemmas, we only need to index
into the first structure based on the itemset support, and
based on its matching of the last two items in the index
structure to find whether the corresponding closed
itemset candidate is in the tree. Assume abcd : 3 is the
newly mined itemset, by following indices of support 3
and item-id c into the result tree, we find it cannot absorb
its prefix abc, this because abc has a different support
(i.e., 6), although it is a closed itemset. Also, following
indices of support 3 and item-id d into the result tree, we
cannot find any other closed itemsets which contain item
d and can absorb abcd : 3. Thus, it is safe to use the
support of abcd : 3 to raise the minimum support.

3.4 Algorithm
ALGORITHM 1 shows the TFP algorithm that mines the set
of top-k frequent closed itemsets. It first builds the FP-tree
from the input database DB: If the number of frequent items
in an input transaction T is no less than the minimal length,
T is inserted into FP-tree, in the mean time, it uses the closed
node count method to raise minimum support, min_sup, and
uses the raised min_sup to prune infrequent items from the
FP-tree (line 5). After the FP-tree has been constructed, the
descendant_sum method is adopted to further raise min_sup
and prune FP-tree (lines 6-8). Then, we begin the mining
process: Top-down traverse each item in the global header
table. If the corresponding item’s l_count is no less than the
current min_sup (line 10), treat this item as a frequent prefix
itemset, build conditional FP-tree (together with its header
table) for it (line 11), and call subroutine Mine_cond_FP
tree() to mine the frequent closed itemsets (line 12). Finally,
output the top-k frequent closed itemsets from the result
pattern tree by traversing it in a bottom-up manner and in
the support descending order (line 13).
ALGORITHM 1: TFPðDB; K; min l; F CI k Þ
INPUT: an input database DB, an integer K, and the
minimal length threshold min l.
OUTPUT: the complete set of top-K frequent closed itemsets, F CI k .
01. F CI k ¼ ; min sup ¼ 0; F P tree ¼ NULL;
ResultT ree ¼ NULL;
02. for each transaction t in DB
03. t0 ¼ t - set of infrequent items w.r.t. the current
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04.
05.
06.
07.
08.
09.
10.
11.
12.
13.

min sup;
ifðlengthðt0  min lÞÞ
insert treeðt; F P treeÞ; closed node countðmin supÞ;
pruneT reeðF P tree; min supÞ;
find and sort anchor nodesðF P treeÞ;
//in count descending order
for each anchor-node N whose support is greater than
min sup do
Descendant sumðN; min supÞ;
pruneT reeðF P tree; min supÞ;
for (each item i in global header table) do
//top-down traversing
ifðl countðiÞ  min supÞ
cond F P treei ¼ build conditional F P treeði; F P treeÞ;
call Mine cond F P treeðcond F P treei ,
i; min l; K; ResultT reeÞ;
F CI k =top-K frequent closed itemsets in ResultTree;

Mine_cond_FPtree() (see SUBROUTINE 1) recursively
calls itself and works as follows: For prefix Ip , it uses the
item_merging technique to absorb its locally frequent items
with the same support (line 14), which leads to a new prefix
Ip0 . If Ip0 cannot pass the new_itemset_checking, we can stop
mining closed itemsets with prefix Ip0 according to the
prefix_itemset_skipping technique (line 16). If Ip0 can pass the
old_itemset_checking, then the support of Ip0 can be used to
raise the min_sup (line 17). Finally, by bottom-up traversing,
the locally frequent items in the local header table w.r.t.
prefix Ip0 Mine_cond_FPtree() will recursively call itself
(lines 19-22).
SUBROUTINE 1: Mine_cond_FPtree (cond F P treeIp , Ip ,
min l; K; ResultT ree)
INPUT: projected FPtree cond F P treeIp , prefix itemset Ip ,
minimal length min l, integer K, and pattern tree
ResultTree.
OUTPUT: the current set of top-K frequent closed itemsets,
F CI k .
14. LF I Ip ¼ local frequent itemðIp ; cond F P treeIp Þ;
Ip0 ¼ item mergingðIp ; LF I Ip Þ;
0
LF I Ip ¼ LF I Ip  ðIp0  Ip Þ;
15. if ðlengthðIp0 Þ  min lÞ
16.
if ð!ðnew pattern checkingðIp0 ; ResultT reeÞÞÞ return;
//nonclosed, apply prefix_itemset_skipping method
17.
ifðold pattern checkingðIp0 ; ResultT reeÞÞ
support raiseðmin sup; KÞ;
18.
insert ResultT reeðIp0 ; ResultT reeÞ;
0
19. for each item j in LF I Ip //
bottom-up traversing cond F P treeIp
20.
ifðl countðjÞ  min supÞ
00
21.
Ip00 ¼ Ip0 [ fjg; cond F P treeIp ¼
00
build conditional F P treeðIp ; min l; cond F P treeIp Þ;
00
22.
call Mine cond F P treeðcond F P treeIp ; Ip00 ;
min l; K; ResultT reeÞ;

4

EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

In this section, we report our performance study of TFP
over a variety of data sets. In particular, we compared the
efficiency of TFP with two well-known algorithms for
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mining frequent closed itemsets: CHARM [27] and CLOSET+ [25]. However, one should note that different from
these min_support-based methods, TFP represents a new
class of algorithms which do not require user’s knowledge
of min_support. To give the best possible credit to CHARM
and CLOSET+, our comparison was always based on
assigning the best tuned min_support to the two algorithms
so that they can generate the same top-k closed itemsets for
a user-specified k value (under a condition of min_l). In
practice, we should bare in mind that, although this is
natural for TFP, it is a difficult task for min_support-based
algorithms to speculate a proper min_support. In the
experiments, we turned off the output for all the three
algorithms. In addition, we also studied the scalability of
TFP and evaluated the effects of two support raising
methods and two search space pruning techniques employed in TFP.
To obtain the best possible min_support for CHARM and
CLOSET+, our experiments were conducted as follows: For
each experimental condition of min_l and k, TFP was first
run to get the optimal support for the generation of required
itemsets, and this support was then used to run the other two
algorithms. By doing so, we can compare the running time of
TFP with no min_support against that of CHARM and
CLOSET+ running with the optimal min_support.
The experiments show that
1.

2.
3.
4.

The running time of TFP is shorter than CLOSET+
and CHARM in most cases when min_l is not too
short, and is comparable in other cases.
TFP has nearly linear scalability.
The search space pruning techniques are very
effective in enhancing the performance.
The support raising methods are effective in raising
the minimum support.

4.1 Data Sets
Both real and synthetic data sets are used in experiments
and they can be grouped into the following two categories.
4.1.1 Dense Data Sets that Contain Many Long
Frequent Closed Itemsets
pumsb census data, which consists of 49,046 transactions, each with an average length of 74 items,
2. connect-4 game state information data, which consists of 67,557 transactions, each with an average
length of 43 items, and
3. mushroom characteristic data, which consists of
8,124 transactions, having an average length of
23 items.
All these data sets are obtained from the UC-Irvine Machine
Learning Database Repository.
1.

4.1.2 Sparse Data Sets
1.

gazelle click stream data, which consists of
59,601 transactions with an average length of
2.5 items, and contains many short (length below
10) and some very long closed itemsets (obtained
from BlueMartini Software Inc.) and
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Fig. 5. Performance on Connect-4. (a) k ¼ 500. (b) min l ¼ 0.

Fig. 6. Performance on (a) mushroom and (b) pumsb (k ¼ 500).

2.

T10I4D100K synthetic data from the IBM data set
generator, which consists of 100,000 transactions
with an average length of 10 items, and with many
closed frequent itemsets having average length of 4.

4.2 Performance Results
All the experiments were conducted on a 1.7GHz Pentium-4
PC with 512MB of memory, running Windows 2000. The
CHARM code was provided to us by its author. We
compared the performance of TFP with CHARM and
CLOSET+ on the five data sets by varying min_l and k.
4.2.1 Dense Data Sets
For the dense data sets with many long closed itemsets, TFP
performs consistently better than CHARM and CLOSET+
for longer min_l. Note because the transactions in each of
such data sets have the same length (43, 74, and 23 for
connect, pumsb, and mushroom, respectively), we cannot do
any preprocessing for TFP.
Fig. 5a shows the running time of the three algorithms on
the connect-4 data set for k fixed at 500 and min_l ranging
from 0 to 25. We observe that the running time of TFP
remains stable over the range of min_l. When min_l reaches
20, TFP starts to outperform all the other three algorithms.
Fig. 5b shows the running time of the three algorithms on
the connect-4 data set with min_l set to 0 (which means TFP
generates the same number of itemsets as the other two
algorithms) and k ranging from 1,000 to 1,000,000. We can
see that, even without the min_l constraint, TFP runs almost
as fast as the other two algorithms for the very large
k values. Because TFP starts with a minimum support 0, this
shows that TFP finds the correct minimum support very
fast for this dense data set.

Fig. 6 shows the running time of the three algorithms on
the mushroom and pumsb data sets with k set to 500 and
min_l ranges from 0 to 25. For the mushroom data set, when
min_l is less than 6 all three algorithms have similar low
running time. TFP keeps its low running time for the whole
range of min_l and starts to outperform the other two
algorithms when min_l is larger than 10. Pumsb has very
similar results as connect-4 and mushroom data sets.

4.2.2 Sparse Data Set
For large min_l, our experiments show similar results with
sparse data sets as those with dense ones: TFP outperforms
both CHARM and CLOSET+. Due to the limited space, we
do not report them here. Instead, we show the performance
results with the min_l fixed at 0, in order for TFP to generate
the same set of frequent itemsets as CHARM and CLOSET+.
Experiments show that, even without the min_l constraint,
TFP can gain comparable performance with CHARM and
CLOSET+.
Fig. 7a shows the running times of the three algorithms on
T10I4D100K data set with min_l fixed at 0. We first ran
CHARM and CLOSET+ with min_support ranging from
0.09 percent to 0.05 percent to get the number of frequent
itemsets and use this number as the k value to run TFP (k is
greater than 15,000 for each of these support thresholds,
which is very large for a sparse data set like T10I4D100k). The
result in Fig. 7a shows that TFP is only about 2-3 times slower
than CHARM and CLOSET+, although TFP starts with
min_support 0 and the k value is set to very large. For
example, at min_support 0.05 percent, CHARM used about
6.6 seconds to finish and generated 49,122 frequent itemsets,
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Fig. 7. Performance on (a) T10I4D100K and (b) Gazelle (min_l = 0).

Fig. 8. Search space pruning method evaluation ðmin l ¼ 10Þ. (a) Connect-4 data set. (b) Gazelle data set.

while the runtime of TFP is about 19.7 seconds with k set
at 49,122.
The experiments on the gazelle data set are shown in
Fig. 7b. Here, we fixed min_l at 0, and varied k from 10 to
10,000. We can see that all the three algorithms work well
for this data set. For example, at k ¼ 10; 000, which
corresponds to a very low min_support, 0.000789, the
runtime of TFP, CHARM, and CLOSET+ are 1.532 seconds,
0.892 seconds, and 1.071 seconds, respectively.
From the above performance study, we conclude that TFP
has good overall performance for both dense and sparse data
sets. Because TFP can push the min_l constraint deeply into
the mining process, it outperforms two efficient closed
itemset mining algorithms a lot. Some new techniques and
mining strategies proposed here, like the closed-node-count
and descendant-sum support raising methods, the combination of the top-down and bottom-up mining strategy, and
the efficient itemset closure checking scheme, make TFP
achieve comparable efficiency with CHARM and CLOSET+
for min l ¼ 0. In this case, TFP mines the same set of itemsets
as the traditional closed itemset mining algorithms which
can be used to generate association rules. We also noticed
that in some cases, the derived top-k frequent closed itemsets
contains much overlap, i.e., the itemsets may be clustered
into groups of similar itemsets (a group of similar itemsets
usually come from one region of the FP-tree and this usually
happens when k is not large). However, this is intrinsic to
many frequent itemset mining problem formulations. For
example, all subitemsets of a long frequent itemset are also
frequent, which implies that the itemsets mined by CHARM
or CLOSET+ also contains a lot of overlap. On the other
hand, the phenomenon of the itemset “clustering” may

reflect the nature the data sets and may be useful in some
applications. For example, if the data set contains a set of
documents with a similar topic, then each group of the
similar top-k itemsets may form a Micro Concept, i.e., a
potential core of one of the natural clusters in these
documents. The further compression of such closely related
frequent patterns into an even smaller set of core concepts
will be an interesting research topic beyond this paper.
Effectiveness of Search Space Pruning Methods. We
also tested the effectiveness of the item merging and prefixitemset skipping techniques using both dense and sparse data
sets. From Fig. 8a, we can see that without the item merging
technique, TFP can be several times slower while the prefixitemset skipping technique can only marginally improve the
performance for dense data set connect-4. Fig. 8b shows that
both the item merging and prefix-itemset skipping techniques
are very effective at improving the TFP performance for
sparse data set Gazelle: The TFP algorithm can be several
times (or more than an order of magnitude) slower without
the prefix-itemset skipping (or item merging).
Effectiveness of the Support Raising Methods. We also
tested the effectiveness of the two support raising methods:
closed-node-count and descendant-sum. Fig. 9a shows the
results for data set T10I4D100K by varying the k parameter
from 2 to 1,024 and min_l fixed at 5. The y-axis depicts the
support that can be raised by both methods, the final
absolute support for different k parameters, and the number
of the traversed anchor nodes. Both closed-node-count and
descendant-sum methods are very effective at raising the
support threshold, especially when the k parameter is not
very large. For example, for k ¼ 2, the closed-node-count
method can raise the minimum support to 59 and the
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Fig. 9. (a) Support raising method evaluation and (b) scalability test (T10I4D100K data set series).

descendant-sum method can raise the minimum support to
79 by traversing only one anchor node while the final
support threshold for the top-2 frequent closed itemsets is
only 173. We also see that the descendant-sum method is a
little more effective at raising the support threshold than the
closed-node-count method because the closed-node-count
method can be used to raise minimum support and prune
the FP-tree during the construction of FP-tree and is cheaper
(in implementation) than the descendant-sum method. Both
methods are used in the TFP algorithm. In addition, when k
becomes larger, the descendant-sum method needs to
traverse more nodes in order to raise the support. However,
because the worst case is to scan the global FP-tree once, this
will not cause too much overhead compared with the whole
mining process.
Scalability Test. In order to test the scalability of TFP,
we generated synthetic data sets with the same characteristics as T10I4D100K, but with the size ranging from 100K
to 1000K transactions. Fig. 9b shows the running time of
TFP for four different combinations of small and big k and
min_l values. The figure shows that the running time of
TFP increases linearly with increased data set size in all
four cases.

5

DISCUSSION

Frequent itemset mining has been studied extensively in
data mining. Recent studies [22], [27], [23], [25] have shown
that it is more desirable to mine closed itemsets than the
complete set of frequent itemsets. Efficient methods for
mining closed itemsets, such as CLOSET [23], CHARM [27],
and CLOSET+ [25], have been developed. However, these
methods all require a user-specified support threshold.
Hidber presented Carma, an algorithm for online association rule mining [15], in which, a user can change the
support threshold any time during the first scan of the data
set (in other words, Carma still needs the user to specify the
final support threshold), but its performance is worse than
Apriori in general. In comparison with Carma, our
algorithm does not need users to provide any minimum
support and, in most cases, runs faster than two efficient
algorithms, CHARM and CLOSET+ (running at the best
tuned min_support thresholds), which, in turn, outperform
Apriori substantially [27], [25]. Recently, there are proposals
on association rule mining without support requirement
[11], [26], which are aimed at discovering confident rules
instead of significant rules. As a result, they only use the

confidence threshold to prune rules of small confidence.
Our motivation is different because our algorithm still
targets at mining significant rules, but we do not need a
user to specify any min_support threshold.
The problem of mining top-k frequent itemsets has
attracted the attention of some researchers recently. Fu et al.
[12] studied mining N most interesting itemsets for every
length l, which is different from our work in several aspects:
they mine all the itemsets instead of only the closed
ones, and mining closed itemsets is not only more
desirable but also more challenging;
2. they do not have minimum length constraints—since
it mines itemsets at all the lengths, some heuristics
developed here cannot be applied, and
3. their philosophy and methodology of FP-tree modification are also different from ours.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study on
mining top-k frequent closed itemsets with length constraint, therefore, we only compare our method with two
well-known efficient closed itemset mining algorithms.
From the user-interaction point of view, since our
performance study shows that there is no real need to
specify min_l if one wants to mine frequent closed itemsets
of any length, and also there is no crucial need to specify k
for top-k mining as long as k is a default number that fits
user’s expectation or application requirements, this method
gives the user the minimal burden to specify mining
parameters, representing a step toward parameter-free
frequent-pattern mining.
There are extensive studies on mining frequent itemsets
from many different angles, such as constraint-based
mining [20], [6], [4], [19], mining generalized and quantitative rules [2], [13], and mining correlation rules [9], [18],
[24], [16]. Our study on mining top-k frequent itemsets is
orthogonal to these studies. Since their mining and
optimization frameworks are based on a predefined
min_support threshold, the techniques developed in this
study can be extended to the scope of these studies to
improve their corresponding algorithms for mining top-k
frequent itemsets. We also expect that the basic principles
developed here can be applied to recently developed new
frequent itemset mining algorithms, such as [21], [17], when
the requirement is changed to mining top-k frequent
itemsets. Finally, it is expected that the philosophy
developed here will influence the mining of top-k frequent
1.
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structured patterns, where a structured pattern may contain
sequences, trees, lattices, and graphs.

[3]

[4]

6

CONCLUSIONS

We have studied the problem of mining top-k frequent closed
itemsets of length no less than min_l. This is an interesting
problem because the task arises naturally from the difficulty
of specification of appropriate minimum support thresholds
at mining various kinds of frequent itemsets.
In this study, we have proposed an efficient algorithm,
TFP, which includes several techniques, such as:
using closed node count array and descendant_sum to
raise minimum support before tree mining,
2. exploring the top-down FP-tree mining technique to
first mine the most promising parts of the tree in
order to raise minimum support and prune the
unpromising part of the tree during the FP-tree
mining process,
3. adopting several search space pruning methods to
speed up the closed itemset mining, and
4. using an efficient itemset closure verification scheme
to check if a frequent itemset is promising to be
closed.
Our performance studies on both real and synthetical data
sets show that TFP has high performance. In most cases, it
outperforms two efficient frequent closed itemset mining
algorithms, CHARM and CLOSET+, even when they are
running with the best tuned minimum support. Furthermore,
the method can be extended to generate association rules
and to incorporate user-specified constraints.
Based on this study, we claim that for frequent itemset
mining, mining top-k frequent closed itemsets without
minimum support should be more preferable than the
traditional minimum support-based mining. There are
many interesting research issues along this direction,
including further improvement of the performance and
flexibility for mining top-k frequent closed itemsets, as well
as mining top-k frequent closed itemsets in data stream
environments and mining top-k frequent closed sequential
or structured patterns.
1.
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